
19th Assembly 
Priorities and 
Development of the 
Mandate by Cabinet
The last Assembly collectively developed a list of priorities 
that Cabinet turned into a lengthy wish list. That was the 
first time that a formal Mandate was developed in the 
history of the NWT. At the end of the last Assembly, Cabinet 
claimed that it had completed 202 of 230 commitments.

The advice from the Transition Matters Special Committee 
was that there should be fewer priorities and mandate 
commitments. I am not convinced that we in the 19th 
Assembly have achieved this with the priorities that were 
tabled on October 25 (see https://www.assembly.gov. 
nt.ca/sites/default/files/td_1-191.pdf). 

As hard as our facilitators tried, MLAs produced a list of 
22 priorities, versus 25 for the last Assembly. Hard choices 
were not made amongst big infrastructure projects or 
even between those projects and investments in social 
spending that should include housing, universal childcare, 
a polytechnic university and a guaranteed basic income. 
While we were immersed in a rigorous process, two days 
was not enough. We ran out of time and energy after an 
extremely intensive orientation with a looming leadership 
selection process. With even one more day we may have 
been able to produce more refined priorities.

I will find it very difficult to support some of the priorities set 
by this Assembly. Some may work at cross-purposes with 
each other, such as increasing economic diversification 
while trying to increase mineral exploration. There is very 
little we can do to increase mineral exploration beyond 
settling outstanding Indigenous land rights and improve 
our messaging around the perception of our state-of-the-
art environmental management system. Commodity prices 
and financial markets are well outside our government’s 
control. Some of the priorities provide precise direction 
such as improving student outcomes to those achieved 
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Upcoming Issues and  
schedule for the Assembly 

Frame Lake  
Constituency Meeting

January 28th at 7pm at the Baker Centre

Please come and share your 
issues and concerns. 

February 5-April 2, 2020 Winter Sitting  
(Budget Review)

March 15-21, 2020 Arctic Winter Games in 
Whitehorse, Yukon

May 4-8, 2020 Youth Parliament

May 27-June 4, 2020 Spring Sitting  
(possible Bills)

Great to have Frame Lake students Monika Kunderlik and Riley Hans 
serve as pages during our December 2019 sitting.

elsewhere in Canada or increasing the number of resident 
health care professionals by 20%. Other priorities are 
extremely vague—reduce core housing needs or advance 
universal childcare. We have not handed Cabinet an easy 
task. The priorities provide very little direction for the 
work of some of the departments, agencies and Ministers.

I’m very happy to see a greater focus on people and 
social issues, and this is an improvement over the last 
Assembly. However, there is still a great emphasis on large 
infrastructure projects that will be hard to sell to Ottawa. 
We will need a very robust and critical review of whether 
such investments actually benefit northerners and bring 
value for money. My priorities are to invest in people—
areas such as education, housing, and renewable energy 
that build self-sufficiency, reduce the cost of living, and 
create jobs in all of our communities, more jobs than 
resource extraction per dollar spent.

I am also concerned that there are many areas that require 
our attention that did not make it into the list of Priorities. 
These include fiscal sustainability (e.g., an improved 
funding arrangement with the federal government, 
fairer return to government for resources extracted) 
and environmental imperatives (e.g., the caribou 
crisis, water protection, land use planning and more).  
(continued on next page)
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Committee and Cabinet Appointments
I serve on the following Committees and hold the positions 
outlined below:

• Caucus (all the MLAs for planning and business
affecting MLAs)—Deputy Chair

• Standing Committee on Accountability and
Oversight (all the regular MLAs)—Deputy Chair

• Standing Committee on Economic Development and
Environment—Member

• Standing Committee on Government Operations—
Alternate Member

• Standing Committee on Rules and Procedures—Chair

For a complete list of all Committees and appointments, 
see the Legislative Assembly website at: https://www. 
assembly.gov.nt.ca/committees-19th-assembly 

On November 5, 2019 the Premier made the following 
portfolio assignments:

• Hon. Premier Cochrane (MLA Range Lake)
Minister of Executive and Indigenous Affairs.

• Hon. Paulie Chinna (MLA Sahtu)
Minister of Municipal and Community Affairs, Minister
Responsible for Northwest Territories Housing
Corporation, Minister Responsible for Homelessness,
and Member of the Board of Management.

2019  
Election Recap 
I would like to thank the residents in Frame Lake for 
coming out to vote in 2019. Voter turnout went from 28 
percent in 2015 to 45 percent in this past election. That 
is a tremendous increase! I also want to acknowledge 
the work of Elections NWT, as the voter list was in much 
better shape this time around. Elections NWT did a 
great job promoting the increased voting opportunities. 

Frame Lake was a much-anticipated race, and I wish to 
thank my competitor David Ramsay, who ran a strong 
campaign. I wish him nothing but the best with his 
future endeavours. I recognize that not everyone voted 
for me and that even more residents were not able to 
or were not inclined to vote. I will still work very hard to 
represent their interests and respond to any concerns 
brought to my attention.

Priorities and Development of the 
Mandate by Cabinet continued…
In response to my questions in the House, the Premier 
agreed that more time would have been useful in drafting 
the priorities, and that fewer priorities would have been 
more helpful in developing a Mandate. 

The Premier also invited individual MLAs to meet with her 
to provide input into individual departmental work and the 
mandate letters that she will send to each Minister. That’s 
not a very efficient or effective way of providing feedback. 
It also doesn’t recognize or respect the role that Standing 
Committees should play in consensus government. I have 
suggested privately and publicly that the Premier share 
the draft mandate letters with the relevant Standing 
Committees for review. 

While the Premier also said she is “afraid that it will take 
too long”, I don’t share that view and will continue to push 
for an opportunity for regular MLAs to have input into 
the mandate letters and the direction provided to each 
Minister. 

Cabinet has the responsibility to develop the overall 
Mandate for the 19th Assembly. While I can’t say much about 
that process as it continues, I can say that I will be seeking 
a structured approach to each priority with timelines, 
targets or outcomes based on appropriate indicators, 
steps or phases to reach the target or outcome, a lead 
GNWT department and partners and some indication of 
the necessary resources.

• Hon. Katrina Nokleby (MLA Great Slave)
Minister of Infrastructure, Minister of Industry,
Tourism and Investment, Minister Responsible for the
Workers’ Safety and Compensation Commission.

• Hon. R.J. Simpson (MLA Hay River North)
Minister of Education, Culture and Employment,
Minister Responsible for the Public Utilities Board,
Government House Leader.

• Hon. Diane Thom (MLA Inuvik Boot Lake)
Deputy Premier, Minister of Health and Social
Services, Minister Responsible for the Status
of Women, Minister Responsible for Persons
with Disabilities, and Member of the Board of
Management

• Hon. Shane Thompson (MLA Nahendeh)
Minister of Environment and Natural Resources,
Minister of Lands, Minister Responsible for Youth,
Minister Responsible for Seniors, Minister Responsible
for Northwest Territories Power Corporation. Member
of the Standing Committee on Rules and Procedures.

• Hon. Caroline Wawzonek (MLA Yellowknife South)
Minister of Finance, Minister of Justice.

That’s me riding my fat bike to the Legislative Assembly one morning in 
December when it was -37C.

https://www. assembly.gov.nt.ca/committees-19th-assembly
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So what 
would a climate 

emergency 
declaration 
actually do?

climate emergency, and over 25 countries around the 
world have done the same.

It’s time that our government declares a climate emergency 
in the Northwest Territories. We are obligated to meet 
international emissions target under the Paris Agreement 
but will need to make deeper reductions to hold global 
warming below two degrees Celsius which would result in 
irreversible damage.

So what would a climate emergency declaration actually 
do? In many other jurisdictions, a response plan is being 
developed, just as any other emergency would require, 
accompanied by concrete actions and expenditure of 

funds. I tabled a draft motion that would 
result in the declaration of a climate 
emergency in the NWT with a requirement 
for the development of response plan by 
January 1, 2021 to be tabled in this House. I 
welcome any feedback and input from the 
public and my colleagues on both sides of 
this House. I intend to bring back the motion 
in February 2020. 

You can see the draft motion here: 
https://www.assembly.gov.nt.ca/sites/
default/files/td_19-191.pdf

On November 29th 2019 I attended the climate strike 
organized by Yellowknife’s youth. This enthusiastic group 
has now organized three events in Yellowknife and a 
similar group has organized strikes in Inuvik as well. 

What people young and old want is actual action on climate 
change, something the GNWT has generally failed to 
address. Clearly climate change is a real and urgent crisis, 
driven by human activity that impacts the environment, 
biodiversity, the economy and human health. NWT 
residents are feeling the impacts of climate change today, 
from coastal erosion, to wildfires, thawing permafrost, 
and other extreme weather events which are projected to 
intensify in the future. The impacts of climate 
change are being felt most profoundly in the 
polar regions of our planet. 

The 19th Legislative Assembly has committed 
to strengthen this government’s leadership 
and authority on climate change and to 
ensure climate change impacts are specifically 
considered when making government decisions. 
At least 473 Canadian jurisdictions including 
national, provincial, territorial, municipal and 
Indigenous governments have declared a 

Climate Change Emergency

Kevin O’Reilly MLA Frame 
Lake reading a story to the 
kindergarten and junior 
kindergarten classes of 
École Allain St-Cyr.

https://www.assembly.gov.nt.ca/sites/default/files/td_19-191.pdf
https://www.assembly.gov.nt.ca/sites/default/files/td_19-191.pdf


Kevin O’Reilly,

MLA Frame Lake / Député Frame Lake

Office / Télé : (867) 767–9143 ext. / poste 12110

Fax : (867) 873-0276

Kevin_O’Reilly@ntassembly.ca

Votre apport est important
J’en ai besoin de savoir vos impressions et quelles 
actions vous aimeriez réalisées!

• increases in our payroll due to the collective
agreements; and,

• inadequate efforts across GNWT to collect debts.

The Minister indicated a new staff person would be hired 
within Finance to better monitor cash flow. I would have 
thought that this is one of the main functions of the 
Department in the first place, as should be debt collection. 

This need for a significant increase in our short-term 
borrowing is very troubling and symptomatic of deeper 
financial management issues including:

• chronic underfunding of our health care system;

• over-reliance on corporate taxes as a way to benefit
from resource development rather than increasing
our very low royalties or implementing a resource
tax;

• too many infrastructure projects on the go at the
same time that have drawn us ever closer to the debt
wall of $1.3 billion;

• failure to plan for increases around collective
agreements, and

• a need to seriously look at more ways to increase
revenues including new taxes, increases tied to
inflation and other means.

Cabinet is going to develop its fiscal strategy over the next 
couple of months and I will certainly push for the above 
items to be addressed, and consultations that include 
regular MLAs and the public.
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Supplementary Appropriation or  
Questionable Financial Management?
In our short December 2019 sitting, MLAs passed our first 
Bill, for a Supplementary Appropriation. A “Supplementary 
Appropriation” is the fancy term for a law that allows 
the Finance Minister to get extra money or change the 
borrowing limits due to changes in circumstances. 

Somehow GNWT failed to budget for the municipal tax 
bills for facilities including the new Stanton Territorial 
Hospital ($3.5 million) and the new Norman Wells Health 
Centre ($52,000) but the total amount required was  
$4.5 million.).

I have asked the Minister of Finance when GNWT received 
notice of the municipal tax bill from the City of Yellowknife, 
why this issue was not dealt with in the last Assembly and 
for a complete list of properties where municipal taxes 
were not budgeted. I have also asked how this issue could 
have slipped through the cracks at the Departments of 
Municipal and Community Affairs, Infrastructure and 
Finance, and more importantly, how we prevent this from 
happening again.

Perhaps more troubling was the requested increase in 
short-term borrowing of $135 million to $525 million. 
Various explanations were offered by the Finance Minister 
including:

• the accumulated and growing deficit from across the
NWT Health and Social Service Authorities, now at
$117 million and across all regions;

• the unpredictability of corporate taxes;

• cash flow problems for GNWT largely due to the big
infrastructure projects;

One of the first 
meetings we 
had as MLAs 
was with the 
Dene Nation 
leaders.

Your Input is Important 
I need to know what you think and what 
actions you want to see! 

Michael Burchill,  

Constituency Assistant / Adjoint à la circonscription

Cell : (867) 445–2492

Office / Télé : (867) 767–9143 ext. / poste 12113

Fax : (867) 873-0276

Michael_Burchill@ntassembly.ca

www.mla-framelake.ca          www.facebook.com/KevinOReillyforMLAFrameLake          @kevinframelake




